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“Look, it’s been a total nightmare over
there at that shelter,” Sweeney said.

“We got a call from some of the Lawrence
families staying at the shelter, crying, saying
they were being thrown out on the street
this morning with no place to go. Last week
this shelter turned away a blind man because
they said he had some special need and
they could not accommodate him. The only
need this guy had was a need to find some
place to sleep and they literally turned him
away.”

According to Red Cross Spokesperson
Gorge Drumbor, the Red Cross provides first

and last month’s rent as well as a security
deposit, but “the flood victims themselves
are responsible for calling landlords and
finding a place to live.”

“We only facilitate here,” Drumbor said.
“We can put victims in touch with other
agencies that can help them find placement
but, as a policy, we do not do that.”

“That would have been a pretty good
thing to tell us ten days ago,” Sweeney
responded. “In fact, on Monday and
Tuesday (May 22 & 23), officials from the
Red Cross told me and Mr. Bonet the exact
opposite, and assured us they would not
close the shelter un-
til everyone was
placed in a safe liv-
ing situation. They
simply lied to us and
mistreated people.”

Asked why a blind
man was turned a-
way last week when
there was clearly
plenty of room at the
shelter for him,
Drumbor said that he
did not know the
specifics of the inci-
dent, but that it was
his understanding
that someone from
the Red Cross was
trying to find ano-

ther shelter that could accommodate his
needs. According to Drumbor, the Red
Cross does not help individuals with special
needs.

Drumbor also denied that anyone was be-
ing thrown out of the shelter on Wednesday,
May 24th. “It was only an internal target to
have these people out of the shelter and
placed by today, Drumbor said. “We never
told them they had to leave and we would
not have thrown them out on the streets.”

While Drumbor was answering that
question, Red Cross officials were in the
process of ripping down signs at the shelter

and demanding that residents of the shelter
vacate the premises by  .3pm. Asked why
signs were posted informing people they
had to leave by  ..3pm, Drumbor said he
didn’t have an answer.

“How are people with no phones and no
transportation supposed to call landlords,
find a place to stay, get a letter from the
landlord so they can get the Red Cross
vouchers for the rent, and then bring it back
here to the shelter”? Sweeney asked. “It’s
total insanity.”

 According to Lawrence Mayor Michael
Sullivan’s office, officials from the city of

Lawrence had “task-
ed people to make
phone calls imme-
diately after finding
out the Red Cross
was trying to skip
town and leave these
people in the
streets.”

“It has been hor-
rible every time I talk
to someone who tells
me they are in charge
and I start to explain
the dire need of these
victims. But as soon
as I ask them to make
a command decision,
suddenly I am told I
have to talk to some-

Lawrence

Red Cross Nightmare

At 10 a.m., May 24th, the National Red Cross was loading their supplies
into a Budget rental van, ready to skip town while Lawrence and Methuen
residents were left on the sidewalk wondering what to do next.

Jessie and Roscio Mercado of Holly
Street in Lawrence had no place
to go when their home was flooded
and then condemned. The National
Red Cross tried to throw them out
on the street without so much as
making a phone call to help them
find shelter.

“We were under the impression that the
Red Cross was trying to find us a place to
live the whole time we were here,” said Rocio
Mercado of Holly Street in Lawrence.

“But for ten days they didn’t do a thing
to help us find housing. Then last night
they came out with a cake that said ‘Good
Bye and Good Luck.’ Then they announced
that the shelter was closing today (May 24)
at ...3pm and the doors would be locked.
We were devastated because we have no
place to go. We wasted ten days thinking
the Red Cross was doing something and
now they are throwing us out on the
streets.”

Eviction signs were put on the walls of
the gymnasium by the Red Cross, informing
flood victims that they had to be out of the
building by Wednesday May 24th at  .3pm.

Flood victims began to panic thinking
they were about to be homeless again.
National Red Cross officials had packed up
flood victims’ personal belongings, placed
everything in boxes and plastic bags and
put their items on the sidewalk, while other
Red Cross officials loaded up a Budget
rental van with supplies.

Lawrence Planning Director Michael
Sweeney, appointed by Mayor Sullivan as
the disaster relief coordinator for the city of
Lawrence, said he had been communicating
with the Red Cross during the flood and the
aftermath of the cleanup. But Sweeney said
that throughout the ten days following the
flood, the National Red Cross “never once
told city officials that they would not try to
find housing for people who ended up
homeless because of the flood.”

“If they had just given us that information
in the first place, the city of Lawrence would
have had people making phone calls to find
housing for these people,” Sweeney said.
“Instead, the Red Cross simply announced
to people that the shelter was closing
…good bye and good luck.”

Contacted by The Valley Patriot, one
official from the National Red Cross said
that they were closing the shelter on May
24th because Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi
“wants us out right away.”

Mayor Manzi disputed that account
saying it was his understanding that the
Red Cross was going to stay until every
flood victim had a place to stay. Mayor
Manzi, Police Chief Joe Solomon and
Superintendent Phil Littlefield went down
to the shelter on May 24th where they were
joined by Michael Sweeney and Lawrence
Personnel Director Frank Bonet to confront
the Red Cross and make it clear that they
wanted the shelter to remain open until all
flood victims found safe housing.

That’s when Red Cross officials changed
their tune and assured city officials from
both municipalities that the shelter would
remain open until everyone was relocated.
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one else. It’s no wonder there were so many
problems in New Orleans after Katrina. This
is the problem, the National Red Cross.”

“This is all because of red tape,” Jessie
Mercado added. “It’s all about the policies
and the politics. We just need a place to
stay and we have no way to get around.”

Mercado and his wife Rocio said things
at the shelter were going “OK” until “the
local [Red Cross] people were no longer in
charge. As soon as the people from out of
state came in and took over, everything
changed.”

Both Rocio and Jessie Mercado said that
they were “very grateful to the mayor of
Methuen and the people of Methuen” for
housing them at the high school. “We heard
that the mayor is getting blamed for trying
to have us thrown out of the shelter before
we could find a place to live. That’s just not
right. We are not even from Methuen and
they have done so much for us, we are very
grateful.”

Methuen Mayor Manzi said that he, along
with Sweeney and Bonet, were personally
making sure nobody gets thrown out of the
shelter and that “they can stay there as long
as they need to.”

State Representative Willie Lantigua tried
to mediate between the different officials
and the flood victims, some of whom did
not speak English. After several private
discussions with various officials, Repre-
sentative Lantigua announced to the flood
victims that they would be permitted to stay
in the shelter, and assured them that “the
situation was now under control.”

Red Cross officials, on the other hand,
tried to spin the story telling residents of
the shelter that it was “all a miscom-
munication,” adding that they were “happy
to stay and help them any way they could.”

Officials would not say how much dona-
tion money the Red Cross has received for
the devastating flood that affected most of
the Merrimack Valley for more than ten days.

Ironically, officials from the city of
Lawrence were able to find housing for all
but one family living in the shelter within 48
hours of finding out that the Red Cross was
not helping people find a place to live.

“We were able to accommodate every
family that was stuck in the Red Cross
shelter by either getting them into temporary
apartments, permanent housing or in some
cases we were able to get them into hotels.”
said Personnel Director Frank Bonet.

Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan said
that he was very proud of the way Sweeney
and Bonet handled the situation. He then
emphatically added, “but I was even more
proud of the Lawrence families involved in
this whole fiasco. They handled themselves
so well.”

Lawrence Planning Director Michael Sweeney (left) explains to George
Drumbor from the National Red Cross that their plan to “skip town” and
leave Lawrence residents on the streets was “unacceptable.” To the
right of Drumbor is Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi, Lawrence Personell Director
Frank Bonet and State Rep. Willie Lantigua.

Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi and Lawrence State Rep. Willie Lantigua
showed up at the Red Cross shelter at Methuen High School to find out
why Red Cross officials were throwing flood victims out onto the streets.
Within minutes, National Red Cross officials were back-peddling and
telling flood victims that they could stay “until everyone is placed.”
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with Tom Duggan
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          Attention!          Attention!          Attention!          Attention!          Attention!

Lawrence

Some Highlights and
Lowlights of  the Flood

Every year people who work for “non
profit” organizations like Lawrence Com-
munity Works make their fortunes crowding
into Lawrence’s council chambers, whining
about how badly “they” need more of your
tax dollars to build and secure housing for
the “poor” people of Lawrence.

Yet, as I witnessed some of the greatest
displays of heroism during last month’s
flood, one question kept nagging at me
(especially when the relief effort started and
the severity of the human devastation
became apparent):

Where were all the poverty pimps?

Where was Bill Trainor, and Lawrence
Community Works?

Where were all those people who say their
life’s mission is to “help the poor people of
Lawrence”?

They certainly have time to sit through
hours of meetings at City Hall when
Community Development Block grants are
being handed out. They have plenty of time
and resources to hold mock neighborhood
meetings and orchestrate public demon-
strations of how the “underprivileged” in
Lawrence need them to make their lives
better.

And yet, as the floodwaters rose and then
fell again, I saw no sign of these self-
anointed “champions of the poor.”

I saw no sign of them during the flood. I
saw no sign of them during the relief effort.
I saw no sign of them during the curfew. I
saw no sign of them when National Red
Cross officials (while trying to skip town)
were literally throwing people out in the
streets.

What I did see was this: neighbors
helping neighbors.

I saw Lawrence become the model of how
to behave and how to handle a major
national disaster. I saw police, fire, DPW
and inspectional services personnel from
the city of Lawrence, Methuen and North
Andover, taking amazing risks to save

people from the flood waters and provide
emergency services.

I saw politicians like Dave Torrisi (who
did absolutely NOTHING during the flood
or its aftermath) whisking into Lawrence for
a photo opportunity with Senator Ted
Kennedy, and then slithering back out of
the city when the media disappeared.

I saw a senile and obviously sickly
Senator Kennedy taking advantage of flood
victims by coming to Lawrence to make a
major announcement. That announcement?

“... er, uh everyone is doing a good job
...”  and by the way, illegal aliens (er, uh...
undocumented) will get government
assistance ... eventually.

I saw volunteers from CERT (Community
Emergency Response Team), The Salvation
Army and LOCAL Red Cross volunteers
feeding, housing and clothing those who
had lost everything.

I saw community activists (like Isabel
Melendez) walk away from opportunities to
be on TV so they could hand out one more
sandwich, one more cup of coffee, one more
dry blanket to someone in need.

I saw people who wouldn’t even say hello
to each other one week earlier, working
together to try and save stranded residents
in flooded neighborhoods along the Spickett
River.

 I saw Lawrence public school children
pushing cars out of flooded intersections
and then riding their bicycles all the way to
the Methuen High School shelter to see
what they could do to help.

I saw police officers consoling
homeowners who had lost everything,
crying along with them while their furniture
floated away.

I saw the most amazing coordination of
emergency response and relief efforts by
local, state and private individuals, headed
by Lawrence Mayor Mike Sullivan, Planning
Director Sweeney,  Personell Director Bonet,
and Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi.

I saw Willie Lantigua bringing medication
and food to sick residents in the curfew
zone at 2 a.m., long after he thought the
reporters had left for the night.

I saw residents of Lawrence under curfew
and lock down with zero incidents of
looting, no deaths and no social unrest like
what we saw from the people of New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina.

In fact, Chief Romero said that crime was
actually DOWN during the week of the
flooding and it’s aftermath.

I saw average people accomplishing
extraordinary things on their own, without
looking for the spotlight, without looking
for credit, and without waiting for the
government to do it for them.

But here’s what I didn’t see:

I didn’t see any sign of (or effort by)
Lawrence Community Works or the other
“non profits” who breeze into town at budget
time to fight for those government dollars.

And that’s really too bad because, for ten
days, people at the Red Cross shelters had
nobody making phone calls to help find
temporary or permanent places to live.

What a tremendous difference organ-
izations like Lawrence Community Works
could have made in the lives of those flood
victims, filling the very large void left by
the joke we call the National Red Cross ...

... that is, had they actually bothered to
show up and lend a hand.

Louis Waldren (right) of Lawrence Inspectional Services Dept.
coordinated relief efforts with Isabel Melendez (middle). Melendez spent
countless hours bringing food and clothing to families who were unable
to return to their homes. Melendez also had a family of six staying at
her home throughout the flood. It’s amazing how some people mug for
the cameras  to take all the credit while people like Melendez, Waldren
and other activists were actually getting the job done!

Volunteers manned a tent on Myrtle St. in Lawrence at the edge of the
flood waters. Here, they check people’s identification and then helped
the flood victims fill out paperwork. The volunteers also gave out food,
cleaning supplies and clothing as well as helping displaced families get
back into their homes.

Senator Teddy Kennedy came to Lawrence to announce that ... er, uh,
“everyone is doing a great job!” Notice State Rep. Dave Torrisi (right)
standing as close to Kennedy as humanly possible throughout the entire
press coference.  Torrisi came to Lawrence just long enough to get his
picture taken with Kennedy and hasn’t been seen in the city since.

Tom Duggan is the president of Valley
Patriot, Inc., and is a former member
of the Lawrence School Committee. He
hosts the Paying Attention! Radio
Program on WCAP, 980AM, every
Saturday afternoon from noon-2pm. You
can email comments or questions to him
at Tdugjr@aol.com

After all, housing the poor and under-
privileged is their specialty ... right?

Well, I guess that only applies when the
city, state and federal dollars go directly
through them so that they can take their
cut.

But not so much, when someone else is
administering the money or getting all the
credit.

Wouldn’t it have been wonderful if, while
everyone was pulling together to help those
in need, the dozens of so called “non
profits” and their advocates had actually
pitched in and done something to help...
ANYTHING?

My hope now is that Lawrence city
councilors remember who was there to help
the flood victims in their desperate hour of
need ... and who was not.

And then I hope they act accordingly
when it comes to handing out all those
Community Development Block Grants next
month at budget time.

I know I will be at those meetings ... and I
will be paying attention!

Guess Who Was Invisible During Relief Efforts?
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Summer Special
8 Weeks for $149.00

Summer Special
8 Weeks for $149.00

SALEM SELF DEFENSE CENTER
291 South Broadway * Salem, NH 03079291 South Broadway * Salem, NH 03079291 South Broadway * Salem, NH 03079291 South Broadway * Salem, NH 03079291 South Broadway * Salem, NH 03079
603 - 890 - 3412 * www603 - 890 - 3412 * www603 - 890 - 3412 * www603 - 890 - 3412 * www603 - 890 - 3412 * www.salemsdc.salemsdc.salemsdc.salemsdc.salemsdc.com.com.com.com.com

Lawrence

157 So. Broadway, Lawrence, MA 01843

LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL

$10.00 Up to 5 qts. of Oil 10W30
OFF

(978) 687-1155

Major Credit Cards and Personal
Checks Accepted

OPEN
Mon. - Fri.  7:30 - 5:00

Wheel Alignment
$10.00 4 Wheel Alignment Extra

OFF
We Do

Inspection
 Stickers!

   AAA
Approved Auto Repair

Joe and Donna Cantino of Billerica have been serving up
the best sausages and hot dogs in Lawrence for 21 years!
Joe & Donna set up their cart on Essex St. at the entrance
of Appleton Way. Joe says the greatest part of his job is
seeing young people who used to come and eat hot dogs
with their parents, who are now coming with their own
children.

The Sullivans: Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan, his
brother Mark, mother Anna, and brothers Thomas and
former Mayor Kevin Sullivan.

Lawrence City Councilor Nunzio DiMarca (left) draws raffle
tickets with Mayor Mike Sullivan and Sal Lupoli of Sal’s
Restaurant & Riverwalk during DiMarca’s Italian night
celebration last month.

( ), p (
Red Cross Emergency Shelter.

Ed “Hoppy” Curran (right) with Vietnam Veterans Joe O’Brien, former Air
Force combat security police, and Bill Laverriere, U.S. Marines, celebrate
the 15th year of the Lawrence Vietnam Veteran’s memorial fund.

KARAKARAKARAKARAKARATE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDS
GET YOUR CHILD FIT, FOCUSED, AND SAFE

DURING THE SUMMER WITH OUR EXCITING KIDS
PROGRAM! YOUR CHILD WILL LEARN THE SKILLS
NEEDED TO BUILD CONFIDENCE, CONCENTRATION,
AND CHARACTER! MOM AND DAD CAN GET THEIR
OWN WORKOUT WITH OUR UNIQUE PARENTS
MARTIAL FITNESS CLASSES!!!

KARAKARAKARAKARAKARATE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDSTE FOR KIDS

SALEM SELF DEFENSE CENTER

VP

Come visit Sal’s newest concept

Sal’s Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Conference and Function Facility

Our new 300 seat authentic family Italian Restaurant offers cafeteria
style luncheons and casual-elegant evening dining; with panoramic
outdoor riverside seating available. Executive Chef Antonio
Veneziano from the Amalfi Coast in Italy has created a menu that
challenges any Italian Restaurant in New England.

Come visit Sal’s newest concept

Function rooms available for parties of
10-400 with family style or buffet style meals.

*10% OFFany entree*10% OFF

any entree

*During dinner hours Sun-Sat 4 p.m.- close, not to be combined with other offers
Expires June 30, 2006

10% off any entree, good only at Sal’s Pizza and Italian Restaurant

354 Merrimack Street, Lawrence, MA – (978) 291-0220
Riverwalk Mills in Lawrence …Exit 44 off Route 495
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Bider Music
Open: Mon-Sat, 10am - 6pm

Sunday, 12-5pm

33 S. Broadway, Lawrence (978) 681-1840

* Lessons
     *Repairs
        * Rentals

Guitars Banjos, Amplifiers,
 PA Systems, Mandolins,
Drum Sets, Full Line of

Percussion

for a complete selection of musical
equipment and accessories

Discount Prices SINCE 1978!

Lawrence
on the Move

Lawrence
on the Move

Mayor Michael J. Sullivan

The Lawrence Public Library was the
latest capital improvement project to be
completed last week.

This project was especially important to
me because, by virtue of my office, I have
had the pleasure of serving as the chairman
of the Lawrence Public
Library Board of
Trustees.

This group of
extremely dedicated
professionals realizes
the important roles that
libraries play in any
community. As we
strive to make our city
attractive to new
homeowners and
businesses alike, we
must show them that we value our
institutions of learning.

Two years ago, my administration
spearheaded a renovation at the South
Lawrence Branch Library and even brought
the building into ADA compliance.

A new children’s room, complete with the
latest computers thanks to a Bill Gates
Corporation grant, and an Irish Studies room
were certainly highlights of that project.

The main branch has a makeover that
totaled a half million dollars and included
many features. Most of the funding was
expended on high quality carpeting of all of
the rooms and common areas.

The children’s reading room was done in
multicolored carpet and was the first
replacement in 30 years. The auditorium was
also fixed up to host many meetings and
community activities with all new chairs
being added.

The newest edition has taken place on
the third floor where there are new rooms
dedicated to specific uses.

The new Lawrence history room will allow
many residents, past and present, to trace
their roots, work on genealogy or just get a
sense of the many immigrants who came to
Lawrence for a new life.

The next room is the new home of the
Robert Frost
collection. With the
view of his alma mater,
residents can read
some of the beautiful
poems and life story of
one of Lawrence High
School’s most notable
valedictorians.

The rooms can also
be a visit or attraction
where people can
obtain a map of the

new Robert Frost Trail that was created over
the last several years.

There is a beautiful sitting area with
reconditioned chairs and bookcases,
courtesy of yet another library donation
from the White Fund. Readers and
researchers can look out over historic
Campagnone Common as they peer through
an ornamental sculpture, which adorned the
windows of the original library.

This third floor is home to the new city of
Lawrence IT (information technology)
network. It allows for a comfortable,
workable, secure space for staff and the new
multi-million dollar upgrade of equipment.

All in all, this is another tremendous
capital project that is so much more than
just carpeting.

Maureen Nimmo, Director of Library
Services, and the entire staff are to be
commended for a job well done. So I
encourage all residents to stop by the
library for a tour and take advantage of our
new and improved Lawrence Public Library.

Lawrence Public Library
 Gets Needed Makeover

The main branch has a
makeover that totaled a
half million dollars and
included many features.
Most of the funding was
expended on high
quality carpeting of all
of the rooms and
common areas.

Two years ago when the Lawrence
Community Emergency Response Team was
established, none of the founders could
have imagined a week like May 14th to May
22nd of 2006.

CERT volunteers have been training in
home preparedness, first aid, light search
and rescue, hazardous material awareness,
and assisting the fire and police departments
in major incidences.

Slowly, the group has been building in
size, training and community involvement.
Over the two years, CERT has been building
a relationship with the Merrimack Valley Red
Cross.The May 14th rainfall and subsequent
flooding put CERT members into action.
CERT’s first official activation came at 3:25
p.m. on May 14th.

CERT was requested by Chief Takvorian
to pick up cots at the Methuen Central Fire
Station and bring the cots to the Red Cross
Emergency Shelter at the Methuen High
Field House.

In 40 minutes there were seven CERT team
members ready to go. Within two hours from
the initial call, all the cots where unloaded
and brought into the emergency shelter.

A second call for assistance came from
the Merrimack Valley Red Cross. The Red
Cross decided, due to the expected amount
of displaced residents, to open three
regional shelters, one each in Lowell,
Methuen, and Salem, N.H. This stretched
their resources considerably. The Red Cross
requested for CERT to help man the
Methuen Emergency Shelter.

CERT members accrued over 400 hours
of service time in the shelter. Many worked
from 30 to 50 hours, while some still had to
work their regular jobs.

Having no previous shelter training, the
CERT members worked hard to learn from
the Red Cross volunteers all they could, as
quickly as they could. The experience was
exhausting for the members, but one of the
most rewarding experiences of their lives.

The Merrimack Valley Red Cross
volunteers, as well as national Red Cross
volunteers, have applauded Lawrence’s
CERT for a job well done and making a big
difference at a very stressful time.

One of the Red Cross volunteers took
information about Lawrence’s CERT to bring
to his local fire chief. He hopes to start up a
CERT organization in his hometown in
Western Mass. Of course, Lawrence CERT
will be there to give him any information or
help he may need.

Even the clients remember the men and
women in green shirts and CERT logo. A
few clients requested applications for CERT
so that next time there is a disaster they will
be able to help as well.

Upon returning Tuesday night for a
farewell dinner at the shelter, Joseph
Chiarenza was welcomed by many of the
children whom he had helped take toys out
of the packages for them to play with.

A Small Group Helps in a Big Way

CERT Team on the Front
Lines During Devastating Flood

Lawrence Planning Director Michael R. Sweeney

Planning for
the Future

When Ordinary Citizens
Became Heroes

Continued on Page 26

The recent floods in Lawrence produced
a turning point in the city’s history. Effective
leadership and dedicated service by many
individuals working as a team helped to lead
to a quick recovery.

This started with the residents of Law-
rence and the man they choose to lead them,
Mayor Michael J. Sullivan. The residents
of Lawrence were simply outstanding.
People worked together, followed the
directives of officials, maintained the peace,
and allowed the focus to be on disaster relief.

Mayor Sullivan provided the leadership,
making sure that his department heads were
focused on the issues at hand and were very
clear that flood related matters would receive
top priority. Mayor Sullivan charged us with
working together and tried to get us to think
out of the box to remain a step ahead of
developing issues.

Fire Chief Takvorian did an outstanding
job as the Incident Commander during the
entire situation. His direction and experience
provided a framework within which depart-
ment heads could operate. Police Chief
Romero and the men and women who work
for him did an outstanding job. I cannot say
enough about the leadership and experience
brought to the table by Police Captain
Plourde. He was simply on point at every
moment.

Fire Captains Loughlin and Loffredo, as
well as Fire Deputy Murphy, constantly
provided professionalism to the effort. The
training and expertise these men brought to
the table turned the situation around
quickly.

Nothing exceeds the work performed by
Caroline Ganley and the men and women
who work in her department. They worked
tirelessly in the aftermath of the flood getting
homes and businesses inspected for safety
and to have electrical power turned back
on. Inspectors Peter Blanchette, Greg
Arvanitis, Paul Kuchar and many others
worked around the clock to ensure that
families had a safe home or apartment to
enter back into. Board of Health member Peg
Burton and Ms. Ganley kept us mindful of
the public health issues that could emerge
and as a result the city was able to stay a
step ahead.

It seemed everywhere you looked the men
who work for Frank McCann in DPW were
solving another problem. The men who work
for DPW put in countless hours dealing with
the flood situation.

I have to give special recognition to Frank
Bonet, the Personnel Director for Lawrence.

Mr. Bonet performed miracles in handling
the situation at the shelter set up in
Methuen for people who were left homeless
by the floodwaters. Over three days, Mr.
Bonet found apartments and living space
for over 60 people. He worked tirelessly in
matching families with an appropriate living
arrangement.

Mayor Sullivan, Mayor Manzi, Chief
Solomon and State Representative William
Lantigua performed as true leaders. When
the situation at the shelter was spinning

Continued on Page 23

)
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TOM DUGGAN'S NOTEBOOKTOM DUGGAN'S NOTEBOOK
Lawrence

***MEDIA WATCH***
Correction

Here’s a surprise
for our regular
readers. Last month
we got a call from
North Andover

S c h o o l
Committee
Chairman Al
Perry who,
among other

things, wanted to correct the record on what
he said was  an inaccurate report here in the
Notebook several months ago. We reported
that Mr. Perry went on vacation a few short
days after the controversy surrounding
Superintendent Harutunian’s bailout (buy
out?). Perry said that he was not “on
vacation,” but on a business trip.

Perry Won’t Seek
Reelection

Speaking of Al Perry, during our surprise
phone conversation with him last month,
he gave us an exclusive. Perry says he will
“not run for reelection” next spring. “I just
want to get through this,” Perry said. “We
have a budget to get through and we have
to pick a new superintendent. I just want to
finish what we started here and then I am
going back to private life.”

In-Town Mall
Now It Makes Sense!

The city of Lawrence owns the so-called
“in-town mall” on Essex Street and has been
trying to sell the white elephant for years.
One reason the city has been eager to dump
the property (besides the fact that it has
been falling apart for years), The Valley
Patriot has learned, is that most of the
business tenants in the building are not
paying any rent to the city. According to
city records, community activist Isabel
Melendez, who has an office for one of her
“help the poor” organizations in that
building, has paid no rent at all. This would
certainly explain why Melendez, state Rep.
Lantigua and the “Latino press” are rabidly
opposing the Northern Essex Community
College purchase of the building. If NECC
buys the building, it has said it will knock it
down and build a technology center. On the
other hand, if Benny Espelate purchases
the property, he has promised the city he
will allow all current tenants in the building
to remain and continue paying the same
rent. Since Melendez isn’t paying anything
at all ... well, now it is all starting to make
sense!

Hispanic Week Is HERE!
I Think

While putting The Valley Patriot together
this month, I was very
much interested in
printing a schedule of
Hispanic Week
events, as Semana
Hispana happens
to be my favorite
event of the year.

But the organizers
of Semana Hispana

have done such a poor
job of pro-moting the
week-long event that
it was impossible to
find a schedule of
events, leaving me
with only a vague

Chris DiBells’s father, Sal DiBella (far right)
with some cast members of the Sopranos

The Flood of 1936: Mass. Ave in North Andover (the street
runnning diagonal) runs to the South Lawrence Common.

time frame to pass along to our readers.
Hispanic Week is generally held on the week
before Father’s Day every year (this year,
Father’s Day is June 18th). Once we get a
hold of the Hispanic Week schedule, I will
post it on line at www.valleypatriot.com,
complete with daily updates and pictures
of our favorite activities and Latina Beauty
Queens.

Carlos Matos Applies for Job in
Administration He Once Called

Incompetent!

Here’s a good one. Last fall, former City
Councilor Carlos Matos ran against Mike
Sullivan for mayor saying that the Sullivan
administration was “incompetent” —
among other explosive criticisms of the now
reelected mayor.

So, now that Matos has lost his bid for
mayor, what is he doing? No, he is not going
to Disney World. He is now applying for a
job in that “incompetent” administration.
Matos has applied for a position with

community development and has also put
in for housing manager. My only question
is: Why would anyone want to be part of
such “incompetence”?

Morris Gets Job With City

Lawrence School Committee Member,
Gregory Morris, was recently hired by
Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan to
work in DPW.

As a member of the Lawrence
School Committee, Morris has an
equal vote with Sullivan, but as a
temporary city employee,
Sullivan is Morris’ boss,
prompting some in the
community to question whether or not it is
a conflict of interest.

Morris says he is only temporarily
working on city parks and has no intention
on working for the city in any permanent
capacity.

But, according to an opinion by School
Committee attorney, Naomi Stronberg,
members for the School Committee may not
work for the city while holding office.

But members of the National School
Committee Association say it is a gray area
since city employees serving on the School
Committee are not voting on any measures
that affect their own job.

Stay Tuned!

Thomson
Parents

Step
 Up to the

Plate

Last month’s
flood may have
wiped out entire
sections of
L a w r e n c e ,
Methuen and
Haverhill, but
c e r t a i n
neighborhoods
in North
Andover were hit
particularly hard.
Homes at the bottom of Mass. Ave.  near
the Lawrence border were not hit as hard as
in 1986 or 1936, because the flood waters
back then ran off into the swamps off
Shawsheen Road (in 1986) and the Green-
field Street/Loring Street area of Lawrence
(in 1936, see picture below). But with the

high school and the South Lawrence East
School filling up the area where flood waters
use to run off, neighborhoods around
Elmwood and Fernwood Streets ended up
with the overflow of the Shawsheen River.

A very special thanks to the Parent
Teacher Organizations at the Thomson

School in North Andover who
coordinated relief efforts for the
families in those neighborhoods.
Also a special thanks to North
Andover Selectman Danny Lanen

who helped coordinate with the
Salvation Army to get food and

supplies to displaced families
in town.

Dunkin Donuts Does
 Not Hire Illegals

It’s not like we need a reason to patronize
Dunkin Donuts (their superb coffee speaks
for itself), but now there is another reason
to get your coffee, muffins and donuts at
the national coffee chain.

Dunkin Donuts has voluntarily decided
to take part in a Homeland Security program
to check the immigration status of all
potential employees and has vowed: “as of
June 1st, Dunkin Donuts will check the
social security numbers and immigration
status of all new hires,” and will not hire
any illegal aliens.

If there are any other businesses out there
who are publicly declaring their support for
our Homeland Security program of not
hiring illegal aliens, please let us know so
that we can start a database of responsible
businesses and publicly promote them as
“Valley Patriot Businesses of the Month.”
You can email us at valleypatriot@aol.com.

  Vote for My Son
or BADDA BING!

Chris DiBella, a candidate for state
representative in Methuen, may have a little
more “juice” than local politicians might
think. DiBella’s father, Sal, recently had a
part on the HBO hit series “The Sopranos”
(about an Italian Mafia family).

DiBella had this picture (above) on his
website (chrisdibella.com) under “fun facts.”
Perhaps DiBella should change his
campaign slogan to “Vote DiBella ... and
nobody gets hurt!” DiBella said he is quite
proud of his dad, a retired construction
worker, who helped him shape his ideas and
views of the world.

Fundraiser Postponed
 Due to Flood

Candidate for state
representative in Methuen,
Michael Hennessy, had a
fund raiser scheduled at
Jackson’s Restaurant
on Rt. 110 in Methuen
last month. But there
was one problem.
Jackson’s was under
three feet of water
because of the
Mother’s Day flood. Hennessy has
rescheduled the event for June 26th. “I just
hope it stops raining before then,” said
former Councilor Pat Uliano, who is running
the Hennessy campaign. “Other-wise, we
may have to show up in a canoe!”

What part of NO Don’t you
Understand?

I am so amused by this one I had to share
it with my readers.

For the last several years the people of
North Andover have made it very clear that
they will not support a proposition 2 1/2
override or the charging of trash fees to
have their garbage picked up. After all, isn’t
that what we pay taxes for?

Yet, every year the elitist elected officials
in town try to convince us that we need to
raise more local dollars by making proposed
cuts that will hurt the town the most in order
to push through their agenda. It is hysterical
to watch this year after year, because they
just don’t get it. They think the voters are
too stupid to see the game that is being
played. The wolves are at the door, alright,
but the wolves are on the finance committee.
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Innovation Valley (www.ivalley.org)

Business

Collaboration is Key to Municipal Success in 21st Century
Seth J. Itzkan, John Michitson,

Darien Crimmin

Seth J. Itzkan: Seth  Itzkan is president
of Planet-TECH Associates, a consulting
agency identifying innovations in
economic development.  Recently, Mr.
Itzkan helped The Boston Foundation
to  conceptualize and implement its Hub
of Innovations tool.  You can email him
at seth.itzkan@gmail.com

The Innovation Valley initiative seeks to help stimulate economic growth and quality-of-life enhancements in the Merrimack
Valley.  Every month we will report on innovative businesses, practices, and ideas that are helping to make Merrimack Valley
the place to be.  Look for our article in print media and online at www.ivalley.org.

John Michitson served as a Haverhill city
councilor for 10 years; the last two as
president. He is a manager and electrical
engineer at the MITRE Corporation in
Bedford, Mass. John and his wife, Heidi,
are enjoying the childhood of their 4-
year-old daughter and 6 year-old son.
jmichitson@mva.net.

Darien Crimmin, M.A., works as a
freelance writer and environmental
activist in the Boston area.  He holds a
degree in Urban and Environmental
Policy and Planning from Tufts
University.

You can reach him at
dariencrimmin@yahoo.com
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- An appropriate budget process
would provide the opportunity for
elected officials, citizens and
staff to determine where the
city is going and how it plans to
get there.

Efficiency and value of government
services can not be increased by simply
treating government like the private sector
— such an approach ignores the basic
differences in the mission of government
compared with the goals of corporations
that seek profit.

However, a mindset change to encourage
collaboration may spawn innovation and
creativity and re-use of best practices in
the public and private sectors, respectively,
to help move our cities and region forward.

Frankly, municipalities are stuck in the
mud, engulfed with bureaucratic mandates
from the state and outdated municipal
charters. Further, the bureaucracy makes it
hard for municipalities to escape or at least
migrate from the past.

Many of the critical issues, such as the
burgeoning cost of municipal retiree
pensions and health insurance plans,
require complex state and/or federal
legislation to fix.

This creates an obstacle to finding a
solution. Local politicians have little
incentive to attempt to collaborate across
the political spectrum to solve killer
problems like pension cost explosion
because it may take years of political
wrangling and lawsuits from municipal
unions to settle.

And then there is the state-mandated
municipal budgeting process. Our elected
officials are currently meeting several nights
a week counting beans to determine the one-
year budget for fiscal year 2007.

To formulate the core of the budget,
mayors’ tally up the number of workers,
capital outlays (e.g., new roof) and expenses
(e.g., supplies) in each department. They
focus the budget on the inputs (e.g., how
many workers did we cut from last year?).

Instead, they should focus on defining
the outputs of services (e.g., desired
firefighter response time to fires in each
neighborhood) and then determine the
resources needed to provide the acceptable
level of service.

Further, the organization of departments,
the budget process and union contract
stipulations equate to a silo-based and rigid

service delivery system — exactly opposite
to the global direction.

Further, while budget hearings are public,
there is scant citizen involvement because
bean counts are largely meaningless to
citizens, whereas reducing time to respond
to fires is tangible.

So how do we migrate to a more
meaningful and agile budgeting and service
delivery approach and re-direct the focus
of elected officials to the critical long-term
issues?

Instead of spending so much time
muddling in 20th century bureaucratic
processes, elected officials should be more
focused on critical long-term issues such
as: pension and medical insurance overload
when baby boomers retire, the current brain
drain occurring in the northeast due to the
high cost of living here, and the long-term
cost and quality of life impacts of extensive
residential development.

The first step is to develop a collaborative
mindset and evolve the silos out the door.
Collaboration is a whole lot easier with the
Internet and the availability of information
to the top and bottom of organizations.

For example, a modified budgeting
process should reinforce and strengthen the
par tnership
b e t w e e n
e l e c t e d
officials, the
communi ty
and city staff
to provide
effective local
government.
In addition, a
fully inte-
g r a t e d
approach to
policy setting and service delivery in a
results-oriented government environment is
needed.

Now the networked community will have
something to talk about and debate on a
continuing basis to gain traction. An
appropriate budget process would provide
the opportunity for elected officials, citizens
and staff to determine where the city is
going and how it plans to get there. A
meaningful budget process helps enable all
who have a role in municipal affairs to
communicate and understand each other.

The emphasis of the
budgeting process should be on
making various governmental
systems more rational by: linking
policy setting, budgeting, and
execution; integrating short-
range activities with long-range
planning; and articulating
service levels and quality of
services provided by
government.

Now let’s extend the
collaboration concept to breaking down the
silos between departments, between cities,
between cities and other government
entities, between cities and business and
so on.

Imagine that communities of interest
(COI) would form at the grass roots level,
perhaps by email at first, so that city clerk
office workers across the Merrimack Valley
would be networked together. Informal
collaboration can start today to share
lessons learned.

Now let’s extend COI to include the state
government offices that city clerks
coordinate with. If they all form a network
to collaborate, they can potentially identify
the antiquated laws/rules that govern their
work, then propose changes to lawmakers.
While some of this interaction takes place

now, it usually
happens on an
e x c e p t i o n
basis.

Let’s take it a
step further
and assume
that we could
evolve laws,
g o v e r n m e n t
f i n a n c i a l
practices and

union contracts, as well as provide guidance
and mayoral leadership, to encourage more
informal collaboration between cities on
behalf of taxpayers. For example, with some
loose integration of electronic systems
using Web technology across the Valley (at
a cost), perhaps workers having a slow day
in one city could help inundated workers in
another city. Some collaboration takes place
now (e.g., between police departments in
different cities), but many obstacles exist.

Imagine if we could breakdown silos and
view city workers across the state as a

loosely coupled engine working
collaboratively, yet informally, to improve
value and efficiency in government service
delivery. And you wouldn’t need a new top-
down county government to achieve it.
That’s the old way.

The new way is to enable and encourage,
but not force, collaboration; the resulting
service delivery changes that add value will
flourish, the ones that don’t will drop off.

Collaborative budgeting and service
delivery, as well as a focus on critical long-
term issues, are not pie-in-the-sky
approaches. There are some examples of
such innovation happening right now in
Massachusetts and in the Valley.

The Boston Globe reported that the mayor
of Somerville collaborated with a brain trust
of graduate students at Harvard’s Kennedy
School of Government on better ways to
budget and deliver services. Somerville’s
openness to change and willingness to use
technology have been cited as reasons for
its success.

They have implemented a “311”
telephone hotline (http://crm.4gov.net/
SOMERVILLEMA/), accessible from nearly
every telephone in town, for residents to
call in for help.

Instead of tracking down the mayor, your
favorite city councilor or the appropriate
department head if you need your street
plowed, you call 311 and the city takes it
from there. Simple questions are answered
on the spot, while more complex issues get
a case number, the status of which can be
tracked by residents on the Web.

Somerville also has implemented a
comprehensive program for tracking and
evaluating city service delivery – the so-
called “SomerStat” program, modeled on the
CitiStat program used in Baltimore and
several other major cities. SomerStat is a
computer database system that allows the
city of Somerville to regularly review every
aspect of its city government.

This advance in public administration
serves as a transparent accountability and
management tool through which the city
can collect and thoroughly analyze data on
an array of civic issues (e.g., crime, potholes,
housing, and leaf collection).

The performance of each city department
is now checked daily and addressed
biweekly as opposed to annually. It has led
to cost savings and faster response times,
among other improvements.

Perhaps as a start, the mayors in the
Merrimack Valley will form a Community of
Interest for weekly collaboration with the
intent of inspiring ways for their cities to
help one another by connecting the dots
across the Valley.

- Somerville also has implemented
a comprehensive program for
tracking and evaluating city service
delivery - so-called “SomerStat”
program... It has led to cost
savings and faster response times,
among other improvements.

You can visit the
InnovationValley Website at
www innovationvalley.com
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These pictures were taken a full day before the height of the flood on Monday, May 15th. Pronto
Pizza at the corner of Broadway and Cross Streets in Lawrence (left); The Great Stone Dam (right);
and the intersection of Hampshire and Myrtle Sts. in Lawrence (below).


